
you hit the mark perfectly. Flight Centre

High energy, business sessions that deliver  
impact for your next conference

“Ray, a HUGE thank you, we have received 
excellent feedback and all our businesses  
were absolutely entertained and many of 
your “hidden” messages were really well 
noted. I was so excited about hearing you 
speak for the second time and I would  
happily listen again and again”  
President of the Forbes Business  
Chamber - Karla Hudson  
(Talk to Karla 02 6851 1155)

Ray Scicluna is a professional speaker who makes a difference.
Over 36 years in business, he draws from experience across many industries.
Starting his second business in his early 20’s (1983) saw this business grow to 
the leading distribution centre in Australia in just over 12 months with a turnover 
of $20 million per year.

Ray’s style is energetic, interactive, entertaining, and above all inspirational.
He brings a unique blend of solid practical and proven business ideas, delivered 
with humour and is very deferent to most speakers. Ray uses examples that are 
relevant and realistic.

Ray’s objectives are to help prepare people manage and embrace today’s  
challenging environment, engage and motivate them to maintain focus in times  
of significant change around a great real life joinery. 

Typical Feedback

Options to suit your needs
Presentation to satisfy each individual client’s requirements and can range from  
a keynote address, to a full-scale interactive workshop.

“Ray educates, motivates and entertains  
the audience with concepts and ideas to 
implement immediately for personal and 
professional development. Overall  
Excellent, Ray presented at the local  
Business Chamber breakfast, he then  
did the Opening session of the Business  
Summit and 4 workshops on the second 
day. This was the second year we had used 
Ray, based on Ray’s involvement we had 
many delegates buying tickets the next day 
for the 2013 event”   
2creativemedia Heidi Manning  
(Talk to Heidi - 02 6761 2222)

Why do 10% of people end up with 90%  
of the business?   

Ready, Aim and Fire

Book Ray www.rayscicluna.com

“Great new ideas, so different to everything 
else I have read or heard’ Ray did a brilliant  
job of kicking off our managers’ conference. 
Our theme was “Managing and Building a 
Better Business” focusing on growing the 
business by increasing sales. Ray tailored 
his presentation to our company’s needs  
by doing his research, providing relevant  
information as well as feasible suggestions 
that the managers could take away with 
them. Additionally, Ray captivates and  
engages the group by utilizing his “hands 
on” experience in the real business world.  
Ray used humor and an optimistic outlook  
in re-affirming our theme message,  
professional”   
Director - UES International Pty Ltd

Yes, it’s a tough environment and likely to get even tougher.
Many businesses are confronted with shrinking markets on one hand and  
increasing costs on the other.
The key to success will depend on just how much more effective you can be and 
how much extra you can actually deliver over your competitors. Beautiful packaging 
and slick marketing on their own will no longer cut it.

1.   Let’s Talk Business for Bottom Line Results
2.   Create magic moments and exceed customer expectation

In these highly stimulating and  
entertaining business presentations, 
Ray delivers practical and proven 
ideas for business people,  

“Ray - great job last week, really enjoyed 
your sessions. I just got home to my wife 
and 3 daughters and have written on the 
inside of my wardrobe your words- “the best 
things in life are not things!” That phrase 
was a great take away for me and I thank 
you for it”   
General Manager Choice Hotels  
Australasia Pty Ltd



seen Ray present 5 times, fantastic, the 
feedback from all has been brilliant 

AIA Australia

1. Ready, Aim and Fire - be prepared, know your target and hit your mark

  We all live in the business world of sameness, so why should people make a decision to support your business over another?

Key issues that can be covered in this presentation or workshop:

Identify what works and what doesn’t.
Attract new clients, keep old ones coming back, and get more 
from the ones you have.

2. Create Magic Moments - exceed customer expectation

For every business, private or public, large or small, now is the time to seize the competitive advantage with higher levels  
of service.

Recognise and overcome the basic reason why people stop  
doing business with you.
Deliver service excellence and create magic moments.
Defuse complaints and turn them into opportunities.
Maximise team commitment.

Measure the moments of truth, did you and your 
team deliver?
Reward your team.
Focus on the positives aspect of dealing with  
people.

 The last decade has delivered dramatic change. The business fundaments have altered dramatically and what you did in the 
past doesn’t apply today and in many cases is wrong for tomorrow. It’s not enough to have the best product anymore; you must 
embrace new customer values and experiences to grow your business.

How to build business in challenging times:

1. Develop a point of difference    2. Have a people focus culture       3. Never turn off the marketing machine  

Book Ray www.rayscicluna.com

Create a point of difference in the minds of your 
customers.

“Excellent, your quick humour and business 
advice was very effective in getting our dealers 
to have a re-think on what their priorities should 
be, you hit the mark precisely”  
Honda Australia Motorcycle and Power 
Equipment Pty Ltd 

These are energetic, informative and fun business sessions, that are sure to hit a chord with everyone. Audiences between 16 
to 60, from gardeners to CEO’s all walk away informed and entertained. 

1.   Hard Times Make a Good Business Better
2.   Rising Above the Ordinary
3.   Attitude Gets It Done

Hard times make a good business better. Hard times force people in business to sharpen their tools and look for better ways  
of doing what they have done for years. Success leaves traces but so does failure.
 
Key areas that are addressed in these presentations:

How mental stimulation impacts on a person’s ability to succeed.
How real confidence is demonstrated by action.
How the attitudes and the habits you embrace create the harvest you reap.
How to keep green and grow.
How to plan and live your life more by design rather than by default.  


